See your dealer for the John Deere difference.

At John Deere, you’ll find the best parts availability, the most responsive service support, and the best product information in the industry. Nobody supports you like we do. That’s the John Deere difference.

For a complete list of all parts, visit JDParts.JohnDeere.com or stop in and see us for the tractor parts and attachments you need.
Not enough time in your day? Stay productive after sunset with John Deere lighting kits

John Deere lights are affordable, easy-to-install, and add hours more "daylight" to your week.

Warning light brush guard kit
Protect your signaling lights from being damaged by low, tree branches with Roll Over Protection Structure (ROPS) brush guards. For Open Station tractors only. Two guards per kit.
Part numbers and applications:
LVB25016: 1023, 1026R, 2305, 2000, TWENTY, 3E, 3000 TWENTY, 4105
LVB25236: 4000 TWENTY
BLV10319: 1023E, 1025R, 2025R, 2032R

Rear work light
Illuminate your rear implements and increase overall visibility. Adding rear-mounted Rollover Protection Structure (ROPS) lights projects 55 watts of improved visibility. See your John Deere dealer for details.
Part numbers and applications:
LVB25547: 1023 through 4000 TWENTY Series
LVB24853: 3000 TWENTY/4000 TWENTY (CAB ONLY)

Forward light kit
Add more visibility to front loader or implement work with a forward lighting kit. It includes two lights and all the components you’ll need to install it.
Part numbers and applications:
LVB25546: 1023E through 4000 TWENTY Series

LED 770 Pedestal work light
Increase visibility and stay in the field longer with a LED 770 pedestal work light. Compared to sealed halogen lights, LEDs use much less power and have several times the lifespan.
Part numbers and applications:
RE564385: Flood pattern
RE564386: Trapezoid pattern

Beacon light - Cab only
Make yourself and your tractor more visible to those around you with a rotating, high-intensity beacon light. For your convenience, a cab-mounted rocker switch turns it on and off.
Part numbers and applications:
LVB24852: 3000 TWENTY/4000 TWENTY

You’ve already got one of the world’s best tractors. Now, make it even better by adding your choice of John Deere attachments and parts.
Take your Compact Utility Tractor to the next level of productivity by adding lighting attachments. Then work whenever you want to – day or night.
When moving, treat yourself to more comfort by adding cruise control or a radio… or the day goes by faster and easier.

Or, experience a new level of convenience when lighting up implements with the help of the right John Deere attachment or part.
Let genuine John Deere attachments and parts take you to new levels of productivity, comfort, convenience and more. Check out the attachments and parts on the following pages. Then stop by your local John Deere dealership today to learn more.
Medium seat cover

Enjoy that brand new look and feel with a tailor-made, cushioned John Deere seat cover. They're tear-proof and water- and dirt-repellant, so they look good for years.

Part number and applications:

LP95233: 2025R, 2032R, 2000 TWENTY Tractors, 3203

Canopy

Protect yourself from the sun's intense UV rays and inclement weather with a durable canopy. John Deere’s Rollover Protection Structure (ROPS) is designed to adjust the canopy height to suit you and you’ve got it made in the shade.

Part numbers and applications:

Canopy

LVB25334: 3E, 3000 TWENTY, 4105, 4000 TWENTY

ABS Plastic canopy

LVB25334: 3E, 3000 TWENTY, 4105, 4000 TWENTY

Weather protection umbrella

Get protection from the elements with this water-resistant canvas. Easily attaches to your tractor’s ROPS with no drilling.

Part number and applications:

TY25324: 1023E, 1025R, 2025R, 2125, 2305, 2320, 3203, 3000 TWENTY, 3E, 3000 TWENTY

Seat armrest kit - Open Station only

This pivoting armrest kit attaches to the seat for added comfort on those longer mowing jobs.

Part number and applications:

LVB25764: 3032E, 3038E

LVB26021: 4105

Cigarette lighter/ashtray kit

The cigarette lighter replaces your existing 12-Volt power outlet. And an ashtray can be inserted into your cup holder.

Part number and applications:

LVB24876 Cab Only: 3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY

Air seat suspension kit

Ride more comfortably over the roughest terrain. The vertical and horizontal seat suspension lets you work longer hours without induced fatigue. See your John Deere dealer for more details.

Part numbers and applications:

Air Seat Suspension Kit – Cab

LVB24983: 3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY Cab Tractors

Air Seat Suspension Kit – Open Station (OS) Tractors

LVB25688: 3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY OS Tractors

Cruise control kit

Maximizing a consistent performance operator fatigue and increases productivity –, efficiency.

Part numbers and applications:

LVB25843: 3D, 3720, 4205, 4605 diesel and gas models and OS

LVB25847: 4205, 4705 diesel and gas models and OS

LVB25849: 4000 TWENTY

LVB25851: 4105

Mid PTO kit

Get the PTO’s high-speed independent control and power to front and rear mounted implements such as mid-mowers, snow blowers and front brooms.

Part numbers and applications:

LVB25959: 4120, 4320, 4520, 4720 Series Tractors

LVB24846 (Control kit, Cab only): 3320, 3520, 3720 Tractors

LVB25537: 3320, 3520, 3720, 3920

Add More

Make yourself comfortable

No matter how big the job, your John Deere Compact Utility Tractor offers a wealth of creature comforts to make mowing less like work.

Mid PTO kit
Want to push, dig, cut, haul, level, till, or aerate?
Maintain your property with the help of John Deere attachments and parts
To hitch up and power all the implements you plan on using, you need the right John Deere parts and attachments:

**iMatch™ Quick Hitch**
- Hitching implements up to your tractor can be a challenge. The iMatch Quick Hitch provides easy hookup for most Category 1 implements. Built with tubular, box-welded steel for longer life, the iMatch Quick Hitch can handle the increased lift capacity of today’s high-performance tractors.
- Part number and applications:
  - LVB25976: 1023E, 1025R, 1026R, 2000 TWENTY, 3005, 3E, 3000 TWENTY, 4005, 4000 TWENTY

*I designed to meet the ASAE Category 1 Standard S278.6 for quick-attach hitches.

**iMatch Quick Hitch bushings**
- All implements require a set of bushings in order for the attachment to fit and work properly with the iMatch™ Quick Hitch. One set of bushings included.
- Part number and application:
  - LVU12858: 1023E, 1025R, 1026R, 2000 TWENTY, 3005, 3E, 3000 TWENTY, 4005, 4000 TWENTY

**3 pt. Tractor receiver hitch**
- Conveniently attach rear-mounted implements to the tractor. Hitch is raised and lowered with tractor hydraulic control lever.
- Part number and application:
  - 7294023: 3-point hitch

**Telescoping draft link**
- Make it easier to attach 3-point hitch implements with these links. When lining up an implement, the telescoping draft links let you make small adjustments to the draft link without having to move the tractor.
- Part number and application:
  - LVU2838: 3000 TWENTY

**3rd Selective Control Valve (SCV)**
- Add more productivity and versatility to your tractor with an additional power outlet. Your Compact Utility Tractors comes with two. Then you can hook up or add an extra implement such as a grapple bucket, hydraulic angle front blade or 4-in-1 bucket.
- Part number and application:
  - LVU2828: See your dealer for specific part numbers for Cab and Open Station models.

To hitch up and power all the implements you plan on using, you need the right John Deere parts and attachments.
Want to push, dig, cut, haul, level, till, or aerate? Maintain your property with the help of John Deere attachments and parts.

**Hitch pins 3/4 in. x 6 in.**
Keep implements securely attached with John Deere hitch pins. Pins are heat treated and vinyl coated for added durability, and come with matching hairpin clips. Contact your dealer for the sizes you need.

- **Part number:** PM01904

**Power Beyond kit**
This kit provides hydraulic power at the rear of the tractor for operating attachments equipped with an open-center control valve such as a backhoe or log splitter.

- **Part number and applications:** LVB25956: 1023E through 4000 TWENTY Series Tractors
- See your dealer for specific part numbers for Cab and Open Station models.

**Ballast box**
Improve overall stability and loader performance by adding the correct ballast to your tractor. For even more capacity, add a ballast box extension and keep your tractor on solid ground.

- **Part numbers and applications:**
  - BW15073: 1023E, 12050 Series Tractors
  - BW15073B: 1203E, 12045 Series Tractors

**Rear hydraulic outlet kit**
Bring more versatility to your operation. This kit routes the hydraulic power located in the midsection of your tractor to two sets of couplers at its rear. When you attach hoses for the couplers, you get the power you need to operate implements like your hydraulic box blade, hydraulic log splitter, and more.

- **Part numbers and applications:**
  - LVB25837: 1023E, 1025R, 1026R

**Electric diverter kit**
To add more than three implements, your Dealer can install this kit on the rear of your tractor—giving you a total of five hydraulic power outlet pairs to drive up to five separate implements.

- **Part numbers and applications:**
  - See your dealer for specific part numbers and model applications.

**Add More**

**Electrohydraulic (EH) 3rd SCV (Cab)**
The field-installed EH third SCV kit provides an additional rear power outlet that delivers a smoother, quicker response to your commands. Works best with the following implements:
- Grapple buckets
- 4-in-1 buckets
- Hydraulic single Foot Splitters

- **Part number and application:** LVB26033: 4000 TWENTY Series Tractors

**Want to push, dig, cut, haul, level, till, or aerate?**
Maintain your property with the help of John Deere attachments and parts.
Need to protect your investment?
John Deere attachments and parts can help
Safeguard your Compact Utility Tractor by adding a few of the following. It pays to protect your investment – and could really increase its resale value.

**42-lb Quik-Tatch™ weights**
These 42-lb (19-kg) cast-iron weights can be used to counterbalance a heavy rear attachment and keep your tractor on the ground. They also provide more stability when operating on hills.

Part number and applications:
R66949:
See your local John Deere dealer for specific applications.

**Horn kits**
Immediately alert those working around you, or other vehicles sharing the road, by sounding this horn. Kit includes all necessary hardware and components.

Part number and applications:
LVB24851:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

**Locking fuel cap**
Protect your tractor’s fuel tank with our locking fuel cap.

Part number and applications:
ALT1744:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

**Hood guard**
John Deere hood guards are built to withstand tough work conditions so you can tackle the toughest chores.

Part numbers and applications:
BW15900:
1023E, 1025E, 1026R, 1028R (Std. on H120 Loader)

BW15901:
1023E, 1025E, 1026R (Std. on H120 Loader)

BW15902:
2032R, 2520, 2720

BW15903:
3000 TWENTY (Cab only)

BW15904:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

**Backup alarm kit**
Automatically alert those working around you, or other vehicles sharing the road, by sounding this horn. Kit includes all necessary hardware and components.

Part number and applications:
LVB25607:
320, 3520, 3720, 4120, 4320, 4520, 4720 Series Tractors

**Door lock kit**
Keep your cab door securely locked up tight. Equipped with a new easy-grip handle, this kit comes with a custom key that won’t work in the ignition to prevent theft.

Part number and application:
ALT1745:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

42-lb Quik-Tatch™ weights

These 42-lb (19-kg) cast-iron weights can be used to counterbalance a heavy rear attachment and keep your tractor on the ground. They also provide more stability when operating on hills.

**Toolbox**
Make sure you’re equipped with all the tools you’ll need in the field. These toolboxes stand up to the toughest conditions and can be conveniently mounted on your tractor.

Part number and applications:
LVB26110:
1023E, 1025R, 1026R

**Locking fuel cap**
Protect your tractor’s fuel tank with our locking fuel cap.

Part number and applications:
ALT1744:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

**Hood guard**
John Deere hood guards are built to withstand tough work conditions so you can tackle the toughest chores.

Part numbers and applications:
BW15900:
1023E, 1025E, 1026R, 1028R (Std. on H120 Loader)

BW15901:
1023E, 1025E, 1026R (Std. on H120 Loader)

BW15902:
2032R, 2520, 2720

BW15903:
3000 TWENTY (Cab only)

BW15904:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

**Backup alarm kit**
Automatically alert those working around you, or other vehicles sharing the road, by sounding this horn. Kit includes all necessary hardware and components.

Part number and applications:
LVB25607:
320, 3520, 3720, 4120, 4320, 4520, 4720 Series Tractors

**Door lock kit**
Keep your cab door securely locked up tight. Equipped with a new easy-grip handle, this kit comes with a custom key that won’t work in the ignition to prevent theft.

Part number and application:
ALT1745:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

**Toolbox**
Make sure you’re equipped with all the tools you’ll need in the field. These toolboxes stand up to the toughest conditions and can be conveniently mounted on your tractor.

Part number and applications:
LVB26110:
1023E, 1025R, 1026R

**Locking fuel cap**
Protect your tractor’s fuel tank with our locking fuel cap.

Part number and applications:
ALT1744:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

**Hood guard**
John Deere hood guards are built to withstand tough work conditions so you can tackle the toughest chores.

Part numbers and applications:
BW15900:
1023E, 1025E, 1026R, 1028R (Std. on H120 Loader)

BW15901:
1023E, 1025E, 1026R (Std. on H120 Loader)

BW15902:
2032R, 2520, 2720

BW15903:
3000 TWENTY (Cab only)

BW15904:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)

**Backup alarm kit**
Automatically alert those working around you, or other vehicles sharing the road, by sounding this horn. Kit includes all necessary hardware and components.

Part number and applications:
LVB25607:
320, 3520, 3720, 4120, 4320, 4520, 4720 Series Tractors

**Door lock kit**
Keep your cab door securely locked up tight. Equipped with a new easy-grip handle, this kit comes with a custom key that won’t work in the ignition to prevent theft.

Part number and application:
ALT1745:
3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY (Cab only)
Help your tractor earn its keep this winter
Attachments and parts keep it running strong
Do you use your Compact Utility Tractor to clear or blow snow? Some John Deere attachments and parts give your engine quicker starts; others provide better traction on snow and/or ice. All together, nothing can stop you.

**Engine block heater**

This part fits into your tractor’s engine block to help provide faster, easier starts in extremely cold weather (below -10°F). Does not require battery.

Part number and applications:


**Transmission oil heater**

This part helps hydraulic fluid to avoid cold weather starting (below 0°F or -18°C). ColdStop Oil Heater replaces a 12-Volt battery.

Part number and applications:


**Engine coolant heater**

Get fast, cold-weather engine starts. Simply plug the heater into a 120-Volt outlet to warm the engine.

Part number: BM1386

**Transmission oil heater**

For tractors requiring a transmission oil heater.

Part number and applications:


**NOTE:** For 3E tractors, the 3E BM70707 engine block heater extension kit is required. See your dealer for sizes and applications.

**Front Quik-Tatch™ weight**

Quik-Tatch weights can be added for the standard equipment, front weight bracket to help counterbalance any required implements. Up to five 42- or 70-lb weights can be added to the front weight bracket.

Part numbers and applications:

- BM19780: 3032E, 3038E, 3000 TWENTY, 4105, 4000 TWENTY

**Wheel weights**

Weights for wheels may be required with heavy, rear-mounted equipment. New weights are also recommended to provide additional traction with snow blowers, front blades and tillers.

Part numbers and applications:


**Tire chains (pair)**

Increase traction dramatically. Recommended for use with snow blowers, front blades, or any application requiring additional traction. Use first and second number of tire size to select chains.

See your dealer for sizes, part numbers and applications.

**Engine block heater**

This part fits into your tractor’s engine block to help provide faster, easier starts in extremely cold weather (below -10°F). Does not require battery.

Part number and applications:


**Transmission oil heater**

This part helps hydraulic fluid to avoid cold weather starting (below 0°F or -18°C). ColdStop Oil Heater replaces a 12-Volt battery.

Part number and applications:


**Engine coolant heater**

Get fast, cold-weather engine starts. Simply plug the heater into a 120-Volt outlet to warm the engine.

Part number: BM1386

**Front Quik-Tatch™ weight**

Quik-Tatch weights can be added for the standard equipment, front weight bracket to help counterbalance any required implements. Up to five 42- or 70-lb weights can be added to the front weight bracket.

Part numbers and applications:

- BM19780: 3032E, 3038E, 3000 TWENTY, 4105, 4000 TWENTY

**Wheel weights**

Weights for wheels may be required with heavy, rear-mounted equipment. New weights are also recommended to provide additional traction with snow blowers, front blades and tillers.

Part numbers and applications:


**Tire chains (pair)**

Increase traction dramatically. Recommended for use with snow blowers, front blades, or any application requiring additional traction. Use first and second number of tire size to select chains.

See your dealer for sizes, part numbers and applications.
Help your tractor earn its keep this winter

Rear fender extension kit

- Blanking out mud and debris from rear wheels
- Compatible with Cab and Open-Station models

Part numbers and applications:
- LVB24860: 3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY
- LVB25684: 3000 TWENTY
- LVB25683: 4000 TWENTY

Front fender kit

- Protects cab and operator from debris
- Available for Cab and Open-Station models

Part numbers and applications:
- LVB24844: 3320, 3520, 3720, 4320, 4520, 4720 Series Tractors

Dual external mirror kit

- Get better visibility in tough conditions
- Includes all the components and hardware you need

Part number and applications:
- LVB24856: 3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY

Rear wiper kit - Cab only

- Keeps rear view clear while plowing snow
- Includes a wiper and wiper nozzle

Part number and applications:
- LVB24865: 3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY

Looking to improve uptime?

John Deere’s Parts OnSite™ program keeps you stocked and in the field

John Deere’s Parts OnSite program gives you the attachments and parts you need, when and where you need them … because you store them on your premises in an optional custom storage cabinet.

Front wiper kit - Cab only

- Keeps rear view from debris while plowing snow
- Includes a wiper and wiper nozzle

Part number and applications:
- LVB24855: 3000 TWENTY, 4000 TWENTY

John Deere’s Parts OnSite program keeps you on the job

Enjoy more convenience and efficiency. Eliminate drive time and waiting in line to pick up parts at the store. With Parts OnSite, you work with your dealer to stock just the right parts and attachments, right where you want them. More parts. More time. More productivity. And more uptime. It’s a simple plan. You can even upgrade to custom storage cabinets.

Part number:
- PM68447120: Dimensions: 46" x 34" x 24" Stirrup capacity: Rear 180 lb./min., 250 lb.